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ABSTRACT: Utilizing individual atoms or molecules as functional units
in electronic circuits meets the increasing technical demands for the
miniaturization of traditional semiconductor devices. To be of
technological interest, these functional devices should be high-yield,
consume low amounts of energy, and operate at room temperature. In
this study, we developed nanodevices called quantized conductance
atomic switches (QCAS) that satisfy these requirements. The QCAS
operates by applying a feedback-controlled voltage to a nanoconstriction
within a stretched nanowire. We demonstrated that individual metal
atoms could be removed from the nanoconstriction and that the
removed metal atoms could be refilled into the nanoconstriction, thus
yielding a reversible quantized conductance switch. We determined the key parameters for the QCAS between the “on” and
“off” states at room temperature under a small operating voltage. By controlling the applied bias voltage, the atoms can be
further completely removed from the constriction to break the nanowire, generating single-atom nanogaps. These atomic
nanogaps are quite stable under a sweeping voltage and can be readjusted with subangstrom accuracy, thus fulfilling the
requirement of both reliability and flexibility for the high-yield fabrication of molecular devices.

KEYWORDS: molecular electronics, quantized conductance switches, electromigration, nanogaps, molecular devices,
single-atom memory

With the rapid development of semiconductor
technologies, the feature size of electronic devices
is gradually approaching the miniaturization limit of

silicon-based technology. Today, a single atom or single
molecule may represent the ultimate limit of what can be
achieved.1,2 The practice of utilizing individual molecules as
functional units in electronic devices has quickly promoted the
development of nanotechnology, and many significant results
have been obtained.3−16 However, the fabrication of molecular
devices fulfilling the requirements of high-yield, room-temper-
ature operability and low energy consumption still faces great
challenges. For example, we previously reported the effective
molecular orbital gating of single molecular transistors using the
electromigration technique.17 However, to promote the
application of the device, the yield of molecular device
fabrication (∼1%) should be improved; the need for improve-
ment originates from the fact that the gap size between two
electrodes cannot match the molecular length exactly when the
electromigration technique is employed to break the gold wires

to generate gaps. The motion of metal atoms caused by the
electromigration process is too fast to be precisely controlled
for a bulk metal wire with a diameter of 100 nm, and the gap
size may randomly fall between 1 and 100 nm, which is
normally larger than the molecular dimensions, leading to a low
yield of molecular junctions.
To solve this low-yield problem, we developed a reliable

methodology that combines the mechanically controllable
break junction (MCBJ) technique18 with the electromigration
technique17 to generate sub-nanometer gaps between electro-
des. In this strategy, a metal wire with a constriction is
mechanically stretched to a few atoms in thickness followed by
a feedback-controlled electromigration process. We demon-
strated that the atomic motion process can be slowed down
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dramatically, a behavior distinguishable from that of bulk
nanowires. With the last atom removed from the constriction,
i.e., the nanowire is completely broken, gaps on a scale of a few
metal atoms (less than 1.0 nm) are generated. These gaps are
found to be quite stable under a sweeping voltage, unlike those
fabricated by the MCBJ method alone. These gaps can be
further mechanically adjusted with picometer accuracy to match
the molecular length, which would enhance the yield of
molecular junctions. Furthermore, it is intriguing that the
conductance of the nanowire before being completely broken
can be switched between two defined quantized values as a two-
way bias voltage is applied. Combining real-time conductance
measurements and ab initio calculations, we provide evidence
that the quantized conductance switching results from atom
dislocation induced by current, proving that single-atom
switches employing a stretched nanowire can be realized at
room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Metal Nanowire Stretching. A critical step to realizing an
atomic switch in our experiment is the precise control of the
stretching of metal wires. In this study, we employed the MCBJ
technique to precisely stretch metal wires with subangstrom
accuracy.19−28 To achieve high mechanical stability and make
the nanowire insensitive to external vibration, (1) we employed
electron beam lithography rather than traditional optical
lithography to fabricate the suspended nanowires and (2)
used differential screws instead of a single screw to generate a
variable force to precisely stretch nanowires; thus, the
attenuation factor was significantly enhanced. The calculated
attenuation factor (r) for our setup is r ∼ 2 × 10−6, which, to
the best of our knowledge, is the smallest value reported. In
addition, we (1) replaced the piezo actuator with a vacuum-
compatible motor to drive and lock-in the push rod and (2)

prehardened the insulation layer under vacuum to prevent
deformation during the experiment. Through these optimiza-
tions, unexpected vibrations and the drift in the gap size were
suppressed (Figures S1−S4). The final fabricated chip is shown
in Figure 1a−c.
We chose gold wire as our target material because (1) the

high ductility of gold upon stretching makes it suitable as an
atomic-scale metal wire in the MCBJ technique, (2) gold is the
most frequently used metal in the fabrication of devices by
electromigration and can be easily patterned by well-established
nanofabrication techniques such as electron-beam lithography,
and (3) gold possesses stable chemical properties; for instance,
it is a noble metal, preventing oxidation.
When the push rod exerted a bending force on the substrate,

the constriction part underwent the largest stretching force,
which reduced the cross section of the constriction, as shown in
Figure 1d,e. We precisely stretched the metal wire at a speed of
0.1 Å/step at 0.1 bar, and the conductance was monitored
simultaneously. A pressure of 0.1 bar was achieved by repeating
this bumping/refilling process within several cycles. Once the
conductance was near 1 G0 (G0 = 2 e2/h, corresponds to the
single gold atom conductance), the push rod was fixed in a
“lock-in” state by holding the driven motor. It is noteworthy
that the conductance was stable without obvious fluctuations
over several hours when the push rod was fixed at such middle
vacuum pressure, and no “self-breaking” was observed,
distinguishable from the previous report with the piezo
component as push rod due to the unexpected drift of the
piezo.18,29 See Figure S5 in the Supporting Information for
detailed information.

Switching Behavior of Quantized Conductance. A
voltage was subsequently applied to the nanowire to induce the
electromigration process with a fixed push rod under middle
pressure (0.1 bar). This middle pressure was achieved by

Figure 1. MCBJ chips before and after stretching. (a) Schematic diagram of the atomic metal wire before stretching. (b) Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of a nanofabricated MCBJ chip. (c) Optical image of the MCBJ chip. Two parallel junctions with central
constrictions were fabricated on a spring steel substrate. (d) Schematic diagram of the atomic metal wire after stretching. (e) SEM image of a
nanofabricated MCBJ chip after bending the substrate. (f) Optical image of the MCBJ chip after bending the substrate. The chip was mounted
in a three-point bending configuration. The push rod (motor actuated) exerts a bending force on the substrate. The bending force stretches
the metal wire at the smallest constriction.
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repeatedly bumping out the gas from the MCBJ chamber and
refilling the chamber with argon. To slow the electromigration
process, a feedback-controlled system was employed17,30 in
which the applied voltage was actively adjusted in response to
the conductance change. Once a conductance jump (>0.2 G0)
was detected, a linear decrease in the voltage was triggered and
controlled by the feedback system immediately. We found that
the conductance of this junction could be switched between
two defined quantized values [1 G0, 2 G0] when the voltage
amplitude was linearly decreased to zero and subsequently
swept in the reverse direction. Figure 2 shows a typical
quantized conductance switch upon the application of a
programed bias voltage between −60 and +60 mV. A
conductance switch in the other region, such as [2 G0, 6 G0]
with a preferred jump height of ∼1 G0, was also observed, as
shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting Information.
To gain insight into the quantized conductance behavior of

the switch, we further performed current−voltage (I−V)
measurements with a programed sweeping bias voltage. The
voltage was initially swept linearly in one direction, and once a

current jump was detected, the voltage sweeping direction was
reversed. Figure 2c presents typical I−V curves during the cyclic
processes. As shown, the I−V curves mainly fall into two slots.
Differentiation of these I−V curves shows that the conductance
value switched between ∼1 G0 and ∼2 G0. This observation is
coherent with the quantized conductance switch behavior.
The quantized conductance switch was attributed to atomic

motion driven by the current. Upon stretching, the nanowire
was elongated, which led to a rearrangement of gold atoms in
the constriction; e.g., the mechanical stretching or recontact
may have pushed the inner metal atoms to the surface, causing
the electrode surface to no longer be smooth.31,32 The gold
atoms on the edge of the constriction region possessed the
minimum number of nearest neighbors, placing these atoms in
an “unstable state”. These atoms at the edge experienced a
strong force induced by the current:33 (1) the direct force
exerted by the action of the electrical field onto the ions and
(2) the so-called wind force due to the momentum transferred
from the traveling electrons to the atoms. Several pioneering
theoretical works claimed that current-induced forces during

Figure 2. Conductance switching upon programmed biases and memory behavior during a programmed voltage sweeping process. (a)
Conductance of a break junction as a function of time when a program-controlled bias was applied. (b) Feedback-controlled voltage was
applied to the source and drain electrodes. (c) I−V curves during the cycled voltage sweeping process. The voltage was initially swept from 0
V to positive values. Inset: Schematic illustration of the reversible atom migration when the passing current was reversed.

Figure 3. Ab initio calculation of atom migration process. (a) Model for the calculation. In configuration B, the migrating atom Au 2 is located
at the hollow position of the migration path from A to C. (b) Energy curve for the migration of single gold atom Au 2. (c) Transmission
spectra for atom Au 2 at points A, B, and C, respectively. The dashed line indicates the Fermi level. (d) Force curve for atom Au 2 migrating
on the gold surface.
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electromigration should be sufficient to overcome the energy
barriers to breaking Au−Au bonds and triggering the motion of
gold atoms.30,34 Following these studies, we performed detailed
calculations to confirm our atomic motion hypothesis.
Theoretical Calculations for Atomic Motion. To verify

our atomic motion assumption and better understand the
mechanism for this conductance switching behavior, we carried
out a series of ab initio calculations to simulate the stretching
process of gold wires and analyze the migration of a single gold
atom. The simulations show that repeatedly breaking and
reforming gold bridges can create various contact geometries, as
previously reported.35,36 An adapted model in which the two
electrodes are initially connected by two gold atoms (Au 1, Au
2) is shown in Figure 3a. Au 1 is connected to two electrodes
via a hollow site, and Au 2 protrudes slightly from the electrode
surface. See Figure S7 in the Supporting Information for more
details.
Figure 3b shows the energy curve of the system with the

migrating gold atom Au 2 located at different positions along
the gold surface. Configuration A corresponds to the initial
state in which Au 2 is located at the top of Au 1 and a double-
conductance channel is formed. Point B corresponds to the
state in which Au 2 is located in a hollow position in the
migration path, and C corresponds to Au 2 located near the
right corner position. Figure 3b shows that the energy of
configuration C is similar to that of A but is approximately
dozens of meV lower than that of B. The potential barrier
between points A and B is approximately 200 meV, which
prevents Au 2 from spontaneously migrating away from point
A. At room temperature, Au 2 generally possess vibration
energy (1 kBT ∼ 2 kBT, i.e., 26−52 meV), and Au 2 may obtain
additional vibration energy from neighboring atoms. This
vibration energy assists atom motion but is still not sufficient to
overcome the 200 meV barrier without the help of a bias
voltage. Although the thermal vibration contributes the
majority of the energy for surface gold atom migration, we
believe that the bias voltage dominates atomic migration
because thermal vibration mainly causes motions near the
equilibrium position and in random directions, whereas the bias
voltage can drive a surface gold atom along a specific direction.
If the energy gained from an applied bias is comparable or
greater than dozens of meV, the atom can migrate to point B
and subsequently to C with the help of atomic vibrations at
room temperature.37 Based on this calculation, there should be
a threshold voltage of approximately dozens of mV for atom
migration, which agrees with our experimental observation.
Because configurations A and C have similar energy, the system
may possess bistable states, which make conductance switching
feasible. In addition, considering the Boltzmann distribution
law, Au 2 has the chance to be thermally excited to high
vibration states; thus, spontaneous migration seems inevitable.
However, high excited vibration states may be suppressed by
exchanging phonons with the surrounding gas; thus, one can
expect that inert gases with a certain gas pressure will suppress
the spontaneous thermal migration of surface gold atom
efficiently. This matter will be discussed in detail in the
Discussion.
Figure 3c shows the transmission spectra for the different

configurations during atom migration. The figure demonstrates
that the transmission spectrum for configuration A is clearly
higher than the spectra for configurations B and C. The
transmission spectra indicate that the conductance of the
junction will decrease sharply as atom migration starts (e.g., A

→ B), and then the conductance should be stable with small
fluctuations in the following migration process (e.g., B → C).
Additionally, it can be observed that the transmission value near
the Fermi level for configuration A is approximately 2 G0 and
the transmission value for configuration B or C is close to 1 G0,
which agrees with our experimental observation. Figure 3d
shows the force required for atom migration along the
electrode surface. The figure demonstrates that the force is
discrete during atomic migration and the maximum force for
atom migration is approximately 0.4 nN. This relatively low
force makes it easy for atom migration to occur, and the
discrete force also makes it feasible to slow the migration
process. Therefore, the energy curves, the transmission spectra,
and the force curves indicate that controlling atom migration
on the single-atom level is feasible, and the conductance switch
should be caused by the atom dislocation process.

Generation of Single-Atom Gaps. Following the fore-
going theoretical explanation, an atomic-sized gap will appear if
a one-way voltage is applied until the last atom is removed from
the constriction regime. To confirm this assumption, we
applied a one-way voltage to a nanowire whose conductance
was a few G0. Figure 4 shows the conductance changes as a

function of the applied voltage. Please note that the sweeping
direction of the applied voltage was never changed, but the
amplitude of the applied voltage was programed to decrease
once a conductance jump was detected. When the decreasing
voltage reached the threshold voltage (it was preset to 20 mV),
the bias voltage was set to increase again. Interestingly, a
stepwise quantized conductance decrease (integer multiple of
G0) was clearly observed (discrete conductance steps were also
observed after molecular adsorption onto the gold wires, as
shown in Figure S8, which will be further addressed in the
future). When the last atom that bridged the nanowire was
finally removed from the constriction, the current jumped to
the tunnel regime, indicating the complete breaking of the
nanowire, and an atomic-scale gap was generated.

Figure 4. Conductance evolution upon a programed bias voltage as
a function of time. (a) Steplike decrease in conductance upon
programmed bias until a complete breaking of the junction. (b)
Feedback-controlled voltage applied to source−drain electrodes.
Once a conductance jump (>0.2 G0) is detected, the bias voltage is
reduced automatically to slow down the atom migration process
until it reaches the preset bottom voltage (20 mV), after which the
bias voltage was triggered to increase again.
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A major merit of the MCBJ technique is that the separated
electrodes can be brought back into contact again and then
broken once more, which means that many test samples can be
obtained from a single chip. Hence, we performed a statistical
analysis of the steplike conductance curves. Among all tested
samples, approximately 70% (301 out of 452 samples) clearly
demonstrated a discrete decrease in conductance upon the
application of a programed bias voltage, as shown in Figure 5a.
In other words, the conductance traces decreased in a stepwise
fashion, and each step occurred preferentially at an integer
multiple of the conductance quantum G0. A histogram
constructed from these 452 conductance curves shows
pronounced peaks at 1 G0, 2 G0, and 3 G0, as shown in Figure
5b, demonstrating the well-known quantization of conduc-
tance.38,39

After the metal wire was broken, two separated nano-
electrodes were generated and the gap between the two
electrodes was subsequently calculated precisely (see Figure S9
in the Supporting Information). We found that the gap size
mainly falls into two regions, as shown in Figure S10 in the
Supporting Information. One region spans from 3.0 to 4.2 Å,
which is similar to the diameter of a single gold atom. The
other spans from 5.8 to 7.2 Å, which is comparable to the size
of two gold atoms. We examined five different chips (numbered
as chips 1−5), and each was used to generate approximately 15
gaps repeatedly. The average gap size and uncertainty data
measured with these junctions are depicted in Figure 5c. As
shown, the gap sizes were on the scale of a few atoms,
indicating that the method combining MCBJ with the
electromigration technique is useful for fabricating atom-sized
gaps and even single-atom gaps.
These atomic gaps can be mechanically readjusted to match

the dimension of target molecules, thus enhancing the yield of
small molecular junctions. Due to the amazing attenuation
factor, the gap size only increased/decreased by 0.1 Å as the
push rod, driven by a motor, rotated by approximately 90°.
Thus, we can readjust the gap size with picometer accuracy.
Figure 5d shows a series of I−V curves obtained as the gap size
was increased by 0.1 Å/step by the driving motor. One

impressive feature of these I−V curves is that they are stable;
i.e., little fluctuation was observed. Normally, at room
temperature, the I−V curves show distinct fluctuation during
the voltage-sweeping process when the nanogaps are obtained
solely by mechanically breaking nanowires.40 Our result
indicates that the atom on the electrode tip generated by the
electromigration method is more stable than that generated by
mechanical stretching. This method for nanogap fabrication
fulfills the requirements of both flexibility and stability.

Discussion. Atomic-scale electronic switches have been
previously reported.2,41−45 Here, we provide several advance-
ments for discussion. First, we found that a proper vacuum
condition is key to realizing single-atom switches at room
temperature. Single-atom switching was demonstrated by
Schirm et al.30 This report demonstrated that the conductance
state could be controlled by electromigration under cryogenic
conditions (below 1 K), and the researchers performed a
detailed analysis of the conductance channels involved,
combining experiments with simulations. Schirm et al. provided
an important platform for studying electromigration at the
atomic scale. In contrast, we demonstrated that such QCASs
can be further operated at room temperature, which should
greatly expand the application of this single-atom switch.46 It is
noteworthy that the QCAS device failed to perform under
ambient conditions or under high vacuum. No distinct
switching behavior was observed in an ambient environment
because (1) the ambient air environment may result in
contamination and (2) standard atmospheric pressure can
suppress the excitation energy, thus decreasing the contribution
of atomic vibrations. The suppression of atomic vibration
makes it hard for surface atom across the barrier with a small
bias voltage. If a large bias voltage is applied to trigger atom
motion, then irreversible atomic rearrangement may occur,
which may hinder the reversible switching behavior. We did not
observe distinct switching behavior under ultrahigh vacuum,
which was attributed to the nondirectional migration of atoms
driven by high vibration excitation energy under ultrahigh
vacuum. It means random motion of gold atoms may occur
under ultrahigh vacuum, which makes it difficult to form a

Figure 5. Junction conductance evolution upon a programed bias voltage and the characterization of gap size after complete breaking of the
junctions. (a) Conductance of the gold contact decreased in quantum steps near multiples of G0 when the programed bias voltage (as
illustrated in Figure 2b) was applied to the junction. (b) Corresponding conductance histogram constructed from 452 conductance curves,
showing well-defined peaks centered at 1 G0, 2 G0, and 3 G0. (c) Average distribution of the gap size for five chips. (d) I−V curves obtained as
the gap size was readjusted at 0.1 Å/step.
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reversible atom switch. Actually, we observed the self-breaking
of the atomic wire under ultrahigh vacuum (Figure S11). We
believe that refilling with argon (middle level vacuum ∼0.1 bar)
plays an important role in forming a reversible atomic switch by
(1) suppressing contamination because the majority of
particles/molecules in the chamber are pumped out, leading
to a much cleaner environment compared with ambient air, (2)
reducing the diffusion of gold atoms on the electrodes because
the intermediate pressure facilitates thermal transfer and creates
a pressure-induced force, and (3) allowing argon to exchange
phonons with the surface gold atoms and suppressing the high
excited vibration mode and further preventing spontaneous
thermal diffusion. Therefore, we claim that the middle pressure
achieved with refilled inert gas is a key parameter for forming
the atomic switch at room temperature. We also believe that
the chemical nature and the mobility of gold atoms play an
important role in determining the rearrangement of single
atoms. A further deep experiment with system varied materials
is deserved to reveal the effects of metallic elements on atomic
motion.
A second advancement is that, by combining experiments

and simulations, we provide evidence that the movement of a
single atom can result in quantized conductance switching. In
particular, we demonstrate that individual metal atoms can be
removed from the constriction, and the removed atoms can be
refilled in the constriction. Using real-time TEM imaging,
Strachan et al. demonstrated that gold atoms can be repeatedly
removed layer-by-layer during feedback-controlled electro-
migration.47 However, this experiment was performed with
bulk wire (100 nm in diameter) in which the electromigration
process was too fast to be controlled; thus, the control of
single-atom displacement was unavailable. Macroscopically,
current-induced force normally gives rise to avalanche-type
atomic displacements in bulk wires.46 However, at the scale of
an atomic junction, current-induced forces should be
considered the result of asymmetric corrections to the
interatomic bond forces.48 Mechanical properties and quantum
transport in atomically thin Au wires have been previously
investigated.49,50 The motion of the atoms could cease after the
dislocation of atoms even if the driving current is still applied
because (1) the relaxation of local strain by a dislocation of the
atom will lead to a decrease in the local electrical field, (2) the
force needed for atomic movement to different positions is
discrete, i.e., the discrete energy barrier for the movement of an
atom to a new position will slow down the atom migration
process, and (3) the passing current will be sharply reduced
once atom displacement occurs; i.e., the resistance of the
junction is automatically increased as the atom is removed,
preventing avalanche-type atom migration. To the best of our
knowledge, electromigration experiments on the atomic scale
remain scarce.30 The system developed in this study appears to
be the ideal test bed for fundamental studies of electro-
migration at the atomic scale at room temperature.
The third advancement is that our experiments offer a

method for the fabrication of extremely small gaps, which
cannot be formed by the electromigration method alone.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the sizes of the gaps are
quite stable under a sweeping voltage, unlike the one generated
solely by the MCBJ method. These gaps can be readjusted with
sub-angstrom accuracy, thus fulfilling the requirements of both
reliability and flexibility for the high-yield fabrication of
molecular nanodevices. We performed initial experiments
with molecules employing this test platform. We found that

the yield of molecular junctions was approximately 34.5% after
self-assembling molecules in the metal junction. The statistical
data are presented in Figure S12 in the Supporting Information.
It is noteworthy that this yield of molecular junctions is higher
than that of molecular junctions prepared by the electro-
migration method alone (∼1%).17 Moreover, the gap size can
be decreased to actively form molecule junctions by relaxing the
MCBJ substrate; thus, the yield of molecular junctions can be
further enhanced.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the removal of metal atoms in sequence from a
constriction in a stretched metal wire and the replacement of
the removed atoms in the constriction were demonstrated via
real-time conductance measurements, gap size measurements,
and ab initio calculations. These findings can assist in the
fabrication of extremely small gaps on the scale of a few metal
atoms, which will enhance the yield of molecular junctions.
Moreover, a quantized conductance switch relying on single-
atom dislocation at room temperature was demonstrated, and
the underlying mechanism was illustrated. These findings may
shed light on the fabrication of highly integrated switch circuits
under ambient conditions. Owing to its hysteretic behavior in
two distinct states, this switch has the potential to be used as a
nonvolatile information storage component, that is, a current-
driven single-atom memory at room temperature.

METHODS
The transmission spectra were calculated using density functional
theory and the nonequilibrium Green’s function method implemented
in the TranSIESTA module of the SIESTA package. In the calculation,
the improved Troullier−Martins-type norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tials were used to describe the core electrons of Au atoms, and the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation was
adopted for the exchange-correlation functional.51 In the transmission
calculation, a single-ζ plus polarization basis set was employed for Au
atoms.
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